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Interse ting Families with Minimum Volume
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Abstra t

We determine the minimum volume (sum of ardinalities) of an interse ting family of
subsets of an n-set, given the size of the family, by solving a simple linear program.
From this we obtain a lower bound on the average size of the sets in an interse ting
family. This answers a question of G. O. H. Katona, whose 60th birthday we elebrate
with this result.
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Interse ting Families

Let [n℄ denote the n-set f1; : : : ; ng. A family of subsets of [n℄ is said to be interse ting if every member interse ts every other. Let F be a nonempty interse ting family
of subsets of [n℄, and set m = jFj. For any A  [n℄, not both A and its omplement

P
[n℄nA belong to F , so we dedu e the well-known fa t that m  2n 1 = ni=1 ni 11 .

P
Let k be the greatest integer at most n su h that ki=1 ni 11  m. By onvention,

n 1
1 = 0, so that when m = 0, k = 0.
G.O.H. Katona asked [5℄ whether it is always true, when m > 0, that the average
size of the sets in F is at least
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This bound is the average set size when F onsists of all subsets of [n℄ of size at most

Pk
n 1
). Katona's question is the analogue
k ontaining the element 1 (and m =
i=1
i 1
for interse ting families of the Kleitman-Milner Theorem [6℄ for anti hains (Sperner
families), and it is related to results in the paper, also in this spe ial issue, of Bey,
Engel, Katona, and Le k for interse ting anti hains [2℄.
Katona's bound is obtained in this note by determining the interse ting families F
of size m with minimum average set size. It is more
onvenient to minimize the volume ,
P
denoted by v (F ), whi h is the sum of sizes A2F jAj. The average set size in F is
v (F )=m. De ne the pro le ve tor p(F ) = (p0 ; : : : ; pn ), where pi = jfA 2 F : jAj = igj.
We shall derive the families of minimum volume by asso iating a ertain linear
program below with the problem and solving it by a series of simple shifts.
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We rst laim that p(F ) is feasible in the LP, taking xi = pi . Observe that the
onstraints (2) hold by applying the Erd}os-Ko-Rado Theorem [4℄ to the interse ting
families fA 2 F : jAj = ig. The onstraints (3) hold sin e an i-subset and its omplement annot both belong to F . Constraint (4) gives jFj, and (5) is trivial. The
obje tive value (1) is just the volume v (F ).
Next we solve the LP. Start with any feasible solution x = (x0 ; : : : ; xn ). For
ea h

n 1
n
i <
2 , in rease xi and de rease xn i by the same amount, minfxn i ; i 1 n xi g.
All LP onstraints ontinue to hold after these shifts. Further, for ea h i < 2 we



either have xi < ni 11 and xn i = 0, or we have xi = ni 11 and xn i  ni
xi =




n
n 1
= n i 1 = nn i 1 1 . Thus, along with (4) and (5), the new solution x
i
i 1
satis es these stri ter onditions in pla e of (2) and (3):
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Suppose there exist indi es i; j with i < j su h that xi < ni 11 and xj > 0.
Choose the least su h i and the greatest su h j . Now in rease xi and de rease xj by

the same amount, minfxj ; ni 11 xi g. The resulting ve tor still satis es (4), (5), (6).
Continue doing this until no su h pair i < j exists, whi h happens sin e the gaps
j
i get smaller with ea h shift. Ea h of the shifts above stri tly de reases the obje tive
fun tion (1). When no furthershifts are possible, let l be the largest index su h that
n 1
xl > 0. Then xi must be
for i < l, and it must be 0 for i > l. Hen e, we must
i 1
be at the solution y with
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In fa t, y is the unique optimal LP solution, sin e we showed that it is stri tly better
than any other feasible solution x.
Next observe that y is the pro le ve tor for an interse ting family of size m. Let
a 2 [n℄ and onsider the \star" of all subsets of [n℄ that ontain a. Take every set in
the star of size at most k, along with any yk+1 sets of size k + 1 in the star. Any family
formed in this way for some a will be alled a one , and its pro le is y.
Moreover, the only interse ting families with this pro le are the ones. A nonempty
interse ting family F with pro le y ontains a singleton fag, sin e y1 = 1. Then all
sets in F must ontain a, and F lies inside a star. Be ause of its pro le, F must be a
one. We have therefore proven:
Let F be an interse ting family of subsets of [n℄ with jFj = m. Then
v (F )  v (C ), where C is any one, and equality holds if and only if F is a one.

Theorem.

Tossing out the sets of (largest) size k + 1 stri tly de reases the average size of
the sets in a one, so we an answer Katona's question:

Let F be a nonempty interse ting family of subsets of [n℄. Let m = jFj,

P
and de ne k to be the greatest integer at most n su h that ki=1 ni 11  m: Then
Pk
n 1
i(
)
the average size of the sets in F is at least Pik=1 ni 11 Moreover, the bound is tight if
( ):
i=1 i 1

Pk
n 1
and only if m = i=1 i 1 and F is a one of size m.
Corollary.

One an avoid the shifting operations in our proof by instead formulating the dual
LP and presenting its solution, all it z. It suÆ es to he k the feasibility of y and z
and the equality of their obje tive values to establish their optimality. Complementary
sla kness an be used to prove that y is uniquely optimal.
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Erd}os (Peter), Frankl, and Katona determined the pro le polytope for interse ting
families of an n-set, whi h is the onvex hull of the pro le ve tors (in Rn+1 ). This
means that its extreme points are known [3℄. One an now add the onstraint that
the family size be m by restri ting attention to the interse tion of the polytope with
the orresponding hyperplane. For the minimum volume problem, one would need to
determine the extreme point of this interse tion that has the minimum value of (1).
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